Let L be a bounded distributive lattice. In this paper we focus on those functions f : L n → L which can be expressed in the language of bounded lattices using variables and constants, the so-called "weighted" lattice polynomial functions. Clearly, such functions must be nondecreasing in each variable, but the converse does not hold in general. Thus it is natural to ask which nondecreasing functions can be represented by weighted lattice polynomials. We answer this question by providing characterizations of weighted lattice polynomial functions given by means of systems of functional equations and in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions. We also consider the subclasses of discrete Sugeno integrals, of symmetric functions, and of weighted minimum and maximum functions, and present their characterizations, accordingly. Moreover, we discuss normal form representations of these functions.
Introduction
This paper deals with functions f : L n → L, where L is a bounded distributive lattice, and which play a fundamental role, not only in universal algebra and lattice theory, but also in computer science, aggregation theory, and decision making. More precisely, we are interested in those functions f : L n → L which can be represented by means of lattice polynomials and, more generally, in those which can be represented by "weighted" lattice polynomials, i.e., expressions written in the language of bounded lattices using both variables and constants. We shall refer to the latter as "weighted lattice polynomial functions" or w.l.p. functions, for short (these are also called lattice functions, lattice polynomial functions, or algebraic functions by some authors; see §2 for the choice of terminology).
The notion of lattice polynomial function (and its "weighted" extension) is a natural and well established concept in lattice theory (see Birkhoff [5] , Burris and Sankappanavar [6] , Grätzer [16] , Rudeanu [25] ) and it appears in complete analogy with classical notions such as that of real polynomial functions. Indeed, just as polynomial functions of several real variables constitute the most basic functions over the field of real numbers, the w.l.p. functions can be seen as the most elementary functions defined on an arbitrary bounded lattice. As first observed by Goodstein [14] , by assuming distributivity, w.l.p. functions become exactly those functions which can be represented in conjunctive and disjunctive normal forms.
Clearly, not every function on a bounded distributive lattice L can be represented by a weighted lattice polynomial since such a function is necessarily nondecreasing and not every function f : L n → L is nondecreasing. But even in the nondecreasing case, many fail to have such a representation (take, for instance, the real interval [0, 1] and consider f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] given by f (x) = 0, if x 0.5, and f (x) = 1, otherwise). This fact raises two natural questions.
The first asks whether or not there are lattices whose nondecreasing functions are all representable by weighted lattice polynomials (the so-called order polynomially complete lattices). The second asks, in the case of lattices which are not order polynomially complete, for a complete description of those nondecreasing functions representable by weighted lattice polynomials.
The first question was considered in the general setting of bounded lattices. It was answered in the finite case by Wille [28] , who completely characterized those finite lattices which are order polynomially complete, and in the infinite case by Goldstern and Shelah [13] , who showed that there are no infinite order polynomially complete lattices (see also Ploščica and Haviar [23] and Goldstern and Shelah [12] ).
In this paper we answer the latter question in the realm of bounded distributive lattices by providing characterizations of w.l.p. functions both as solutions of certain functional equations (such as the median decomposition system, see Marichal [18] ) and in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions which have natural interpretations. We also investigate certain important subclasses of w.l.p. functions, e.g., the classes of idempotent w.l.p. functions (also known as discrete Sugeno integrals [18] , introduced by Sugeno [26, 27] in the case of real variables), of symmetric w.l.p. functions, and of weighted minimum and maximum functions, and present their characterizations, accordingly. Moreover, we consider normal form representations of these functions and discuss their (non)uniqueness.
It is worth mentioning that our motivation is rooted in aggregation theory and that our results are somewhat inspired by representations and axiomatizations of the so-called discrete Sugeno integrals (see §4), traditionally considered over the real line. These facts reveal interesting connections between the theory of aggregation functions and that of weighted lattice polynomial functions.
The structure of the article is as follows. In §2, we recall the basic notions and present the preliminary results needed throughout the paper. Weighted lattice polynomial functions are then considered in §3. We start by discussing representations of w.l.p. functions in normal form (such as the classical disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms) as well as the question of (non)uniqueness of these representations. This is done in §3.1. In §3.2, we present the various properties of w.l.p. functions, such as homogeneity (3.2.1) and median decomposability (3.2.2), which are then used in §3.3 to completely describe those nondecreasing functions representable by weighted lattice polynomials. §4 is then devoted to the characterization of some important classes of w.l.p. functions, namely, the classes of discrete Sugeno integrals, of symmetric w.l.p. functions, and of weighted minimum and maximum functions.
Basic notions and terminology
In this section we recall some notions and terminology needed throughout this paper. For further background in lattice theory we refer the reader to, e.g., Davey and Priestley [8] , Goodstein [14] , Grätzer [16] , and Rudeanu [25] .
A lattice is an algebraic structure L, ∧, ∨ where L is a nonempty set, called universe, and where the two binary operations ∧ and ∨ satisfy the commutative, the associative, the absorption, and the idempotent laws. With no danger of ambiguity, we will denote lattices by their universes. A lattice L is said to be distributive if, for every a, b, c ∈ L,
Any lattice L induces a lattice structure on the Cartesian product L n , n 1, by defining ∧ and ∨ componentwise, i.e.,
We denote the elements of L by lower case letters a, b, c, . . ., and the elements of L n , n > 1, by bold face letters a, b, c, . . .. For c ∈ L and x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ L n , set
For an arbitrary nonempty set A and a lattice L, the set L A of all functions from A to L also constitutes a lattice under the operations
A lattice L is said to be bounded if it has a least and a greatest element, usually denoted by 0 and 1, respectively. For n > 1, we use 0 and 1 to denote the least element and greatest element, respectively, of L n . A chain is a lattice such that for every a, b ∈ L we have a b or b a. A subset S of a lattice L is said to be convex if for every a, b ∈ S and every c ∈ L such that a c b, we have c ∈ S. For any subset S ⊆ L, we denote by S the convex hull of S, that is, the smallest convex subset of L containing S. For every a, b ∈ S such that a b, we denote by [ 
For any integer n 1, we set [n] = {1, . . . , n}.
We finish this section with the notion of lattice functions that we will be interested in hereafter. We assume throughout that L is a bounded distributive lattice, with least and greatest elements 0 and 1, respectively.
The class of weighted lattice polynomial functions (or simply, w.l.p. functions) from L n to L is defined recursively as follows:
and each c ∈ L, the projection x → x i and the constant function
(iii) Any w.l.p. function from L n to L is obtained by finitely many applications of the rules (i) and (ii).
We refer to those w.l.p. functions constructed from projections by finitely many applications of (ii) as lattice polynomial functions (or simply, l.p. functions). A well-known example of an l.p. function is the ternary median function, which is given by
Remark 1. Weighted lattice polynomial functions are also referred to as lattice functions (Goodstein [14] ), lattice polynomial functions (Goldstern and Shelah [12, 13] ), or algebraic functions (Burris and Sankappanavar [6] ). Here, the term "weighted" is used to indicate the presence of constants in expressions written in the language of lattices, and thus to differentiate between these and lattice polynomials (in the terminology of Birkhoff [5] and Grätzer [16] ). Our choice of terminology is clearly justified in the realm of aggregation and multicriteria decision making where these "weights" are commonly used as parameters and interpreted as importance coefficients. The connection with the discrete Sugeno integral makes this terminology even more sensible since the discrete Sugeno integrals and its special cases, e.g., symmetric w.l.p. functions, and weighted minimum and maximum functions (see §4), are considered in the theory of aggregation functions as genuine weighted functions, whose weights are often chosen according to the importance of each subset of input variables and the interaction phenomena among them. For general background on aggregation function theory, see for instance Beliakov et al. [2] and Grabisch et al. [15] .
Weighted lattice polynomial functions
In this section we consider two problems concerning w.l.p. functions: the (non) uniqueness of normal form representations of w.l.p. functions and the characterization of these functions by means of necessary and sufficient conditions.
Representations of w.l.p. functions
Goodstein [14] showed that in the case of bounded distributive lattices, w.l.p. functions are exactly those which allow representations in disjunctive and conjunctive normal form (see Proposition 2 below, first appearing in [14, Lemma 2.2]; for an earlier reference, see Rudeanu [25, Chapter 3, §3] ). In this subsection we study such normal form representations of w.l.p. functions. We completely describe all possible disjunctive and conjunctive normal form representations of a given w.l.p. function and provide necessary and sufficient conditions which guarantee their uniqueness.
The following conditions are equivalent:
The expressions given in (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2 are usually referred to as the disjunctive normal form (DNF) representation and the conjunctive normal form (CNF) representation, respectively, of the w.l.p. function f . Remark 2. Proposition 2 can be easily adjusted to l.p. functions by requiring α and β to be nonconstant functions from 2
[n] to {0, 1} and satisfying α(∅) = 0 and β(∅) = 1, respectively.
The following corollaries belong to the folklore of lattice theory and they are immediate consequences of Theorems D and E in [14] .
Corollary 3. Every w.l.p. function is completely determined by its restriction to {0, 1}
n .
and only if it is nondecreasing. In this case, the extension is unique.
It is easy to see that the DNF and CNF representations of a w.l.p. function f : L n → L are not necessarily unique. For instance, we have
For each I ⊆ [n], let e I be the element of L n whose ith component is 1, if i ∈ I, and 0, otherwise. Let α f : 2
[n] → L be the function given by α f (I) = f (e I ) and consider the function α *
Observe that by nondecreasing monotonicity,
Thus α f and α * f give rise to two, possibly distinct, DNF representations of f , i.e.,
and let A(f ) be the set of all those maps α ∈ L 2 [n] such that, for every I ⊆ [n],
• α(I) α f (I),
Proof. Let α ∈ A(f ) and let I ⊆ [n]. For any J ⊆ I, we have
By Corollary 3, α ∈ DNF(f ) and hence A(f ) ⊆ DNF(f ). Now let α ∈ DNF(f ) and let I ⊆ [n]. By definition,
It follows that α ∈ A(f ) and hence DNF(f ) ⊆ A(f ).
As before, both β f and β * f give rise to two, possibly distinct, CNF representations of f .
and let B(f ) be the set of all those maps β ∈ L 2 [n] such that, for every I ⊆ [n],
• β(I) β f (I),
In complete analogy, we have the following result, dual to Proposition 5.
Remark 3. Propositions 5 and 6 were established by Marichal [18, §3] when L is a chain, and in that case it was shown that both A(f ) and B(f ) also constitute chains. As it is easy to verify, this property does not hold in the general case of bounded distributive lattices. For instance, DNF(f ) is closed under ∨ but not necessarily under ∧, and dually, CNF(f ) is closed under ∧ but not necessarily under ∨.
Using Propositions 5 and 6, we obtain the following result which determines in which cases the CNF and DNF representations are unique.
function. Then f has a unique DNF (resp. CNF) representation if and only if for every
Proof. We show that the result holds for the DNF representation; the other one can be shown dually. Consider a w.l.p. function f : L n → L. Using Proposition 5 (resp. Proposition 6), it is not difficult to verify that the conditions (i) and (ii) suffice to guarantee that DNF(f ) (resp. CNF(f )) is a singleton. Indeed, let α be a map in DNF(f ) and, for the sake of a contradiction, suppose that there exists I ⊆ [n] such that α(I) < α f (I). By condition (i), J I α f (J) < α f (I), and since there is no b ∈ L \ {α f (I)} such that α f (I) = b ∨ J I α f (J), it follows that α(I) ∨ J I α(J) < α f (I). Thus α ∈ A(f ) which contradicts Proposition 5.
Now to see that the converse also holds, note that if for some I ⊆ [n], J I α f (J) = α f (I), then α * f = α f and thus f does not have a unique DNF representation. So assume that condition (i) holds for every I ⊆ [n], but suppose that for some
given by α(I) = α f (I), for every I = I ′ , and α(I ′ ) = b otherwise. Clearly, α = α f but α ∈ A(f ), and hence, by Proposition 5, α ∈ DNF(f ). Thus f does not have a unique DNF representation. However this is not the case when L contains two incomparable elements a and b. For instance, by distributivity we have (
(ii) We note that α f is the only isotone set function in DNF(f ) and, similarly, β f is the only antitone set function in CNF(f ).
Some properties of w.l.p. functions
In this subsection, we give several properties of w.l.p. functions and discuss the relations between them. Combinations of these properties will yield the desired characterizations of the various classes of w.l.p. functions considered in this paper.
Homogeneity and related properties
Let S be a nonempty subset of L. We say that a function f : L n → L is
• S-min homogenous if for every x ∈ L n and every c ∈ S, we have
• S-max homogenous if for every x ∈ L n and every c ∈ S, we have
• S-idempotent if for every c ∈ S, we have f (c, . . . , c) = c.
For every x ∈ L n and every f : L n → L, we define x f ∈ L n as the n-tuple
where the right-hand side median is taken componentwise.
-min homogenous and S-max homogenous if and only if it satisfies
for every x ∈ L n and every r, s ∈ S.
-min homogenous and S-max homogenous, then it is S-idempotent.
Proof. If f is S-min homogenous and S-max homogenous, then for any c ∈ S, f (c, . . . , c) ∧ c = f (c, . . . , c) = f (c, . . . , c) ∨ c, and thus f is S-idempotent. Proof. Let f : L n → L be a w.l.p. function. Let us prove that f is R f -min homogeneous. For any r ∈ R f , we have
We can prove similarly that f is R f -max homogeneous. By Lemma 9, f is also R fidempotent, and, by Fact 10, it has a convex range. 
Proof. We consider the case of R f -min homogeneity. The other case can be dealt with similarly. Clearly, the latter conditions are sufficient. To verify that they are also necessary, we only need to show that R f is convex. Let a, b ∈ R f , a b, and let c
• horizontally S-minitive if for every x ∈ L n and every c ∈ S, we have
where [x] c is the n-tuple whose ith component is 1, if x i c, and x i , otherwise.
• horizontally S-maxitive if for every x ∈ L n and every c ∈ S, we have
where [x] c is the n-tuple whose ith component is 0, if x i c, and x i , otherwise.
Lemma 13. Let S be a nonempty subset of L. If a function f : L n → L is nondecreasing, S-idempotent, and horizontally S-minitive (resp. horizontally S-maxitive) then it is S-min homogenous (resp. S-max homogenous).
Proof. Let f : L n → L be nondecreasing, S-idempotent, and horizontally S-minitive. Then, for any x ∈ L n and any c ∈ S,
Hence f is S-min homogenous. The other statement can be proved similarly.
nondecreasing and R f -min homogenous (resp. R f -max homogenous). Then f is R f -max homogenous (resp. R f -min homogenous) if and only if it is horizontally R f -maxitive (resp. horizontally R f -minitive).
Proof. Let f : L n → L be nondecreasing and R f -min homogenous. Assume first that f is also R f -max homogenous. For any x ∈ L n and any c ∈ R f , we have
and hence f is horizontally R f -maxitive. Now assume that f is horizontally R f -maxitive and let us prove that it is R f -max homogenous. For any x ∈ L n and any c ∈ R f , we have
and hence f is R f -max homogenous. The other statement can be proved similarly. Now using Lemmas 9 and 14, we can easily see that any nondecreasing function f : L n → L which is R f -min homogeneous and R f -max homogeneous must be R f -idempotent, horizontally R f -minitive, and horizontally R f -maxitive. Moreover, by Lemma 13 we have that the converse also holds. These observations lead to the following corollary.
min homogeneous and R f -max homogeneous if and only if it is R f -idempotent, horizontally R f -minitive, and horizontally
n → L, S-min homogeneity and S-max homogeneity can be respectively reformulated as
with c ∈ S, which reveals the "homomorphic" nature of f .
(ii) The horizontal S-minitivity property of a function f : L n → L can be interpreted as follows: For any x ∈ L n and any horizontal minitive decomposition of x obtained by cutting it at a level c ∈ S, namely x = (x ∨ c) ∧ [x] c , f (x) decomposes minitively. A similar interpretation holds for horizontal S-maxitivity.
(iii) The concepts of S-min homogeneity and S-max homogeneity were introduced, in the case when S = L is the real interval [0, 1], by Fodor and Roubens [11] and used in axiomatizations of certain classes of aggregation functions. The concept of horizontal S-maxitivity was introduced, also in the case when S = L is the real interval [0, 1], by Benvenuti et al. [3, 4] as a general property of the Sugeno integral.
Median decomposability and strong idempotency
For any x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ L n , any k ∈ [n], and any c ∈ L, set
We say that a function f : L n → L is median decomposable if, for every x ∈ L n , f satisfies the median decomposition system [7] where it was shown that the so-called median normal form representation, in which Boolean functions are expressed as repeated applications of the median function to variables, negated variables and constants, provides a more efficient representation than the classical conjunctive normal form, disjunctive normal form and polynomial representations (the latter are also called Zhegalkin polynomial representations due to [29] or Reed-Muller polynomial representations due to [21, 24] ). Even though algorithms for converting the classical CNF, DNF, and polynomial representations into this median normal form were provided, no hint was given on how to produce median representations, e.g., from truth tables. In the case of nondecreasing functions, Theorem 16 naturally leads to a recursive procedure for obtaining median representations of functions independent from the way functions are given. Indeed, by setting an ordering of variables, say, the canonical ordering of variables, we can repeatedly apply Theorem 16 to the variables of any given function in order to derive a nested formula made of medians applied to variables, negated variables, and constants. By making use of tools in [7] , namely the decomposition of any Boolean function as a nondecreasing function composed with variables and negated variables, this procedure can be easily extended to any Boolean function. Unfortunately, this approach seems to produce median expressions which are not optimal in the sense of [7] . To this extent one needs to find rules to simplify the median expressions produced by the above algorithm. This constitutes an interesting problem for future research.
Theorem 16 also constitutes a useful tool in deriving descriptions of w.l.p. functions as illustrated by the following result. (ii) for n > 1, any unary function obtained from an n-ary function f in C by substituting constants for n − 1 variables of f is also in C.
Then C is a class of w.l.p. functions.
Proof. Let C be a class of functions satisfying the conditions of the lemma. We show that each f : L n → L in C is a w.l.p. function. By condition (i), the claim holds for n = 1. So suppose that n > 1. By Theorem 16, it is enough to show that f is median decomposable. So let a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ L n , let k ∈ [n], and consider the unary function f
By condition (ii), we have that f k a ∈ C, and hence f k a is a w.l.p. function. By Theorem 16, f k a is decomposable and thus we have
Since the above holds for every a ∈ L n and k ∈ [n], it follows that f is median decomposable and thus it is a w.l.p. function.
To illustrate the use of this result, consider the following property which is fulfilled by any w.l.p. function (see Marichal [18, Corollary 18] ) and which satisfies both conditions of Lemma 17. A function f : L n → L is said to be strongly idempotent if, for every x ∈ L n and every
Note that, for n = 1, functional equation (3) 
We say that a function f : L n → L, n > 1, has a componentwise convex range if, for every a ∈ L n and every k ∈ [n], the unary functions f k a , given by (2), have a convex range.
p. function if and only if it is strongly idempotent, has a convex range, and a componentwise convex range.
Proof. As shown by Marichal [18, Corollary 18] , every w.l.p. function f is strongly idempotent. Moreover, it has a convex range by Proposition 11, and has a componentwise convex range by Theorem 16.
To prove the converse claim, consider the class C of nondecreasing and strongly idempotent functions f : L n → L (n 1), having a convex range and a componentwise convex range. Clearly, C satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma 17. By Proposition 18, C satisfies also condition (i) of Lemma 17.
Remark 7. None of the conditions provided in Corollary 19 can be dropped off. For instance, let L be the real interval [0, 1]. Clearly, the unary function f (x) = x 2 is nondecreasing, has a convex range and a componentwise convex range, but it is not strongly idempotent. Now, let L = {0, a, b, 1}, where a ∨ b = 1 and a ∧ b = 0, and consider f : L 2 → L given by f (1, 1) = 1, f (0, 0) = 0 and f (x 1 , x 2 ) = a otherwise. It is easy to verify that f is nondecreasing, strongly idempotent, and has a componentwise convex range, but b ∈ R f and thus it does not have a convex range. Similarly, the function f : L 2 → L given by
is nondecreasing, strongly idempotent, and has a convex range, but it does not have a componentwise convex range, e.g., for a = (a, a), both f 
Characterization of w.l.p. functions
In this subsection we completely characterize w.l.p. functions in terms of the properties given in §3.2.
(ii) f is median decomposable.
(iii) f is nondecreasing, strongly idempotent, has a convex range and a componentwise convex range.
(iv) f is nondecreasing, R f -min homogeneous, and R f -max homogeneous.
(v) f is nondecreasing, R f -min homogeneous, and horizontally R f -maxitive.
(vi) f is nondecreasing, horizontally R f -minitive, and R f -max homogeneous. So assume that (v) holds and let us prove that median decomposition system (1) holds for all x ∈ L n . In fact, by Proposition 8, we only need to show that (1) holds for all x ∈ R n f . Let x ∈ R n f and let k ∈ [n]. Since f is horizontally R f -maxitive, we have
By R f -min homogeneity, we have Clearly, f is R f -min homogeneous, R f -max homogeneous, horizontally R f -minitive, and horizontally R f -maxitive, but it is not median decomposable.
(ii) Any Boolean function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} is R f -min homogeneous, R f -max homogeneous, horizontally R f -minitive, and horizontally R f -maxitive. Moreover, there are R f -idempotent Boolean functions which are not nondecreasing, thus showing that the nondecreasing monotonicity property is necessary in assertions (iv)-(vii) of Theorem 20.
(iii) We can also easily observe that the nondecreasing monotonicity property is necessary in assertion (iii) of Theorem 20. Indeed, consider the unary function f : {0, 1/2, 1} → {0, 1/2, 1} defined by f (0) = f (1) = 1 and f (1/2) = 1/2. Clearly, f fulfills the properties of assertion (iii), except the nondecreasing monotonicity.
(iv) It is noteworthy that the properties involved in the characterization given in (iii) of Theorem 20 do not make use of the lattice operations. 4 Some particular classes of w.l.p. functions
We now consider some important subclasses of w.l.p. functions, namely, those of discrete Sugeno integrals, of symmetric w.l.p. functions, and of weighted minimum and maximum functions, and provide their characterizations, accordingly.
Discrete Sugeno integrals
A function f : L n → L is said to be idempotent if it is L-idempotent.
Fact 21. A w.l.p. function is {0, 1}-idempotent if and only if it is idempotent.
In Marichal [18, §4] , {0, 1}-idempotent w.l.p. functions are referred to as discrete Sugeno integrals. They coincide exactly with those functions S µ : L n → L for which there is a fuzzy measure µ such that
Here, by a fuzzy measure µ, we simply mean a set function µ : 2 
For every n 1, the (2n + 1)-ary median function is defined by 
(ii) A discrete Sugeno integral f : L n → L is symmetric if and only if there exists an isotone (or, equivalently, antitone) function w : {1, . . . , n − 1} → L such that f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = median 2n−1 x 1 , . . . , x n , w(1), . . . , w(n − 1) .
(iii) An l.p. function is symmetric if and only if it is an order statistic.
Proof. Let us prove (i). Clearly, the function f : L n → L given by (5) is a symmetric w.l.p. function. The converse follows from (iii) of Theorem 25. The statements (ii) and (iii) are consequences of (i).
Weighted minimum and maximum functions
We say that a function f : L n → L is a weighted minimum function if there are w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ L such that f (x) = w 0 ∧ i∈ [n] (w i ∨ x i ) .
Similarly, we say that f : L n → L is a weighted maximum function if there are v 1 , . . . , v n ∈ L such that f (x) = v 0 ∨ i∈[n]
(v i ∧ x i ) .
In order to present a characterization of each of these classes of functions we need to introduce some further terminology. A function f : L n → L is said to be minitive if, for every x, y ∈ L n , f (x ∧ y) = f (x) ∧ f (y).
Dually, f is said to be maxitive if, for every x, y ∈ L n , f (x ∨ y) = f (x) ∨ f (y). Proof. We prove (i). The proof of (ii) follows similarly. Suppose first that f is a weighted minimum function. Then, by distributivity we have that for every x, y ∈ L n ,
In other words, f is minitive. Now we show that if f is minitive, then it is a weighted minimum function. Observe first that, as a w.l.p. function, f is R f -min homogeneous and R f -max homogeneous, and thus, by Proposition 8, for every i ∈ [n] and every c ∈ L,
Therefore, by minitivity we have
Setting w 0 = f (1) and w i = f (1 0 i ) for i ∈ [n], we have that f is a weighted minimum function.
Remark 11. (i) Idempotent weighted minimum functions f : L n → L are those functions (6) for which w 0 = 1 and ∧ i∈[n] w i = 0. Dually, idempotent weighted maximum functions f : L n → L are those functions (7) for which v 0 = 0 and ∨ i∈[n] v i = 1. These functions were introduced on real intervals by Dubois and Prade [9] in fuzzy set theory.
(ii) The restriction of Theorem 28 to idempotent functions (discrete Sugeno integrals) was already established in the special case of real interval lattices by Marichal [19, Theorem 5.2] .
